CAPP Associates understands
your Data Centre Challenges.
From resource constraints,
business demands and
increasing complexity.
The answer may
be a Data Centre
Optimization Strategy.

Consolidate
Virtualize
Environment
Monitoring
Risk & Security
Data Storage

Data Centre Optimization

Your Data Centre
Solution Provider

Have you reached your data centre space and capacity limits? Are you evaluating the cost savings of
consolidating or virtualizing your servers? Would a data centre security risk assessment give you peace of
mind?
CAPP Associates understands these data centre challenges and how they can impact your growing business
demands. Not only do we have the knowledge, tools and experience to transform your facility into a nextgeneration data centre, we have the capability to tie it all together.

Our turn-key
solutions include:
• Data centre assessment, planning & design
• Server consolidation & virtualization
• Data protection, storage, backup & recovery
• Optimized space, power & cooling
• Installation, migration & integration
• On-site hardware & application support
• Complete IT Lifecycle management
• Building interconnected & cross-platform
environments

CAPP Associates Provides a
Full Range of Business-Enabling
Data Centre Services.

Consolidation

Virtualization

CAPP Associates’ consolidation solutions
transition existing servers into one location
and combine applications and storage into
a smaller number of more capable devices. You
benefit from improved cost of ownership, reduced
physical space, support costs and power consumption.

Virtualization blends economies of scale
with the efficiencies gained from shared
systems. Based on your needs, CAPP Associates
will assess your data centre, map out the transition
to a virtual environment and track server accountabilities.

Integrate with CAPP Associates mission-critical,
high availability and disaster recovery solutions for
a truly optimized data centre environment.

Security & Risk
Assessment
CAPP Associates in partnership with Informatica Canada’s premier security and privacy related
solutions provider – bring you end-to-end data
centre security and risk assessments solutions. We
can implement IT security, physical security and
administrative security solutions, as well as provide
data centre audits and design company security
policies. CAPP Associates best-of-breed solutions
give you unparalleled protection and peace of
mind.

By separating workloads from hardware dependencies you will experience rapid deployment and
fast workload assigning which saves you time and
resources, reduces costs and improves your server
performance.

Data Storage
Storage solutions safeguard your critical
data and ensure constant availability.
CAPP Associates can optimize your storage with
data protection, backup, restoration and disaster
recovery solutions. You can expect improved
utilization rates, increased security, simplified
management and the ability to allocate
resources for future growth.

Environmental
Monitoring
CAPP Associates is pleased to introduce the EDX
DC-3 Environmental Monitoring Solution. Track
real-time, online information and historical trends
critical to optimizing your power, temperature and
humidity conditions. Pin-point areas of overheating and over-cooling and devise the best
strategies for your data centre growth and administration.

2D Temperature Profile

Stefan Corneliu

Data Centre Solutions
Practice Principal
With more than 20 years of IT systems design and sales experience, Stefan Corneliu has
developed a sharp eye for best-in-technology solutions that work. He is dedicated to
customer success allowing companies to grow and stay strategically focused with
technology.
Stefan’s clients have ranged from large, national enterprises to small and medium size
businesses. As a solution provider with an engineering and programming background
along with a multitude of technical sales certifications, he brings a solid reputation for
smart strategic thinking, reliability and integrity to each IT Infrastructure implementation.

“As our server consolidation, data backup, disaster recovery, and application projects became larger
and more complex; we needed a trusted solution provider who had advanced skills in designing and
executing data centre projects.
Stefan Corneliu and the team at CAPP Associates demonstrated their expertise and ability to adapt
best practises to our projects. Our data centre can now adapt and perform to the realities of our
business.”
Marc Tomei, VP Computer Operations
CDS Global - Canada, a Hearst Company

Strategic Partners
Backed by the best-in-technology partners, CAPP Associates works collaboratively with industry-leading
companies such as IBM, Cisco and VMware. These alliances combined with our years of experience and
comprehensive certification portfolio enable us to recommend and deliver superior solutions to each of
our clients.

About CAPP Associates
For 30 years CAPP Associates has been in the business of delivering premier Enterprise Resource Planning
Software and IT Infrastructure Solutions to small and medium sized businesses across North America. We have
helped hundreds of our clients transform their information technology into strategic business tools.
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